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Uranium-molybdenum (U-Mo) alloy fuel particles dispersed in an aluminum (Al) matrix, des-
ignated as U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel, is in the development stage in the worldwide RERTR
(Reduced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors) program. The main issue in developing
U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel is the diffusion reaction occurring at the interface between the fuel
particles and matrix. To accurately analyze fuel performance, a model to predict the diffusion
kinetics is necessary. For this purpose, the authors developed a diffusion layer growth rate
correlation for out-of-pile annealing tests and a similar correlation for in-reactor tests. The
correlation for in-reactor tests is considerably different from that of out-of-pile tests because it
contains factors that amplify diffusion kinetics by fission damage in the diffusion reaction zone.
This irradiation enhancement was formulated by a combination of the fission rate in the fuel and
fission fragment damage distribution in the diffusion reaction zone. Using a computer code,
fission damage factors were obtained as a function of diffusion reaction layer thickness and
composition. The model correlation was established and fitted to the in-reactor data. As a result
of this data fitting, the interaction layer growth rate is found to be proportional to the square
root of the fission fragment damage rate and to have a temperature dependence characterized
by the effective activation energy of 46 to 76 kJ/mole, which is smaller by a factor of 4 to 7 than
that of out-of-pile tests.

Keywords fission damage, interaction layer growth correlation,
irradiation-enhanced interdiffusion, RERTR nuclear
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1. Introduction

Dispersion fuels containing uranium-molybdenum (U-
Mo) alloy particles in an aluminum (Al) matrix are being
developed for research and test reactors in the RERTR (Re-
duced Enrichment for Research and Test Reactors) pro-
gram. The main issue in the process of developing disper-
sion fuel is the formation of a U-Mo-Al interaction layer
occurring at the interface between the fuel and matrix as a
result of interdiffusion of constituents of fuel and Al. The
major disadvantage of this interaction layer (IL) growth is a
significant reduction in thermal conductivity of the disper-
sion fuel. This causes a positive feedback mechanism to

increase the fuel temperature, which promotes the fuel-
matrix diffusion reaction to proceed faster.

The diffusion-zone thickness of U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel
is usually described by an Arrhenius-type equation for out-
of-reactor data typically obtained at high temperatures
around 550 °C. Although there are diffusion couple test data
of U-Mo against Al, in the current study, the authors used
only data from annealing tests of dispersion fuel fabricated
with gamma-stabilized U-Mo spherical particles in an Al
matrix that are identical to the fuel used in the irradiation
tests.[1] As a result, a correlation was developed for diffu-
sion-zone thickness from annealing tests of dispersion fuel.

The IL growth rate of the irradiation tests are many or-
ders of magnitude higher than the predictions by the out-
of-reactor correlation at reactor operation temperatures of
∼150 °C. This is due to irradiation-enhanced diffusion
caused by fission fragment damage in the interdiffusion
zone. Irradiation enhancement was modeled as a combina-
tion of the fission rate in the fuel and fission fragment
damage in the IL. For this purpose, data measured from
various in-reactor tests were used, primarily from RERTR
tests at ANL and KOMO tests at KAERI. For irradiation
tests, dispersion fuel with the same as-fabricated conditions
as the out-of-pile data was used. In this paper, the methods
to correlate the factors involved in irradiation enhancement
and the correlation for IL thickness of irradiated U-Mo/Al
dispersion fuel are described.

2. Posttest Fuel Characterization

An example of the cross section of a typical irradiated
fuel plate used to obtain interdiffusion layer thickness mea-
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surements is shown in Fig. 1. These fuels are made of
spherical U-Mo fuel particles dispersed in an Al matrix and
denoted as U-Mo/Al. Throughout this paper, U-Mo fuel is
an alloy of 90 wt.% U and 10 wt.% Mo (i.e., 80 at.% U and
20 at.% Mo). Due to the high thermal conductivity of the
metallic dispersion fuel as well as the thin plate-type fuel
geometry (1.4 mm in thickness), the fuel temperature was
practically uniform across the fuel cross section. Fission
density was also considered to be uniform because neutron
flux depression is negligible. In Fig. 1, the black circles are
U-Mo fuel particles, the gray girth on the fuel particles is the
diffusion reaction zone, and the brightest area surrounding
the dispersed particles is the unreacted Al matrix. The dif-
fusion reaction zone normally grows fairly uniformly on the
fuel particles.

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of U-Mo/
Al dispersion fuels from an annealing test and an irradiation

test, respectively, are juxtaposed in Fig. 2.[1,2] As shown in
Fig. 2(a), the high-temperature annealing test resulted in
three distinct layers formed between U-Mo and Al: a shal-
low outer layer, a thick gray intermediate layer, and a
brighter inner layer. An electron probe microanalysis
(EPMA) result revealed that the three diffusion reaction
layers were different in overall composition. The layer to-
ward the Al matrix had the highest Al composition while the
layer toward U-Mo had the lowest Al composition. The
individual layers are composed of two phases, with a mor-
phology too fine to be resolved with EPMA. The brightest
phase at the center of the spherical particle is U-Mo fuel,
and the black phase surrounding the U-Mo dispersed par-
ticle is matrix Al. Figure 2(b) shows irradiated fuel contain-
ing only a single-type layer in the interaction phase with
virtually uniform composition throughout the interaction
phase. The lines in the diffusion zones are boundaries of
diffusion phase grown on the adjacent U-Mo particles. The
small pores in U-Mo are fission gas bubbles. As a result of
the high-temperature and high-burnup test, Al was com-
pletely consumed by the interdiffusion.

The fundamental differences between out-of-pile test and
in-reactor irradiation test are listed in Table 1. There is a
striking contrast between the multilayer two-phase forma-
tion in the diffusion zone for out-of-pile tests and the single-
layer formation for irradiation tests. The effective activa−
tion energy obtained from the low-temperature regimen
is 81 kJ/mol and that for the high-temperature regimen is
43 kJ/mol. The apparent change in effective activation en-
ergy with temperature is attributed to a composition change
of the IL The different behavior of the diffusion zone of
irradiated fuel from that of out-of-pile annealed fuel is at-
tributed to the phenomenon of fission-induced amorphiza-
tion. Amorphization of crystalline material by irradiation
has been studied extensively in the literature.[3-7] Amor-
phization of a crystalline material to metallic glass is usually

Fig. 1 Optical micrograph of U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel irradiated at
∼150 °C to a burnup of 35 at.% U-235 (600D from RERTR-5 test)

Fig. 2 Comparison of IL morphology between (a) out-of-pile test and (b) irradiation test
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accompanied by an increase in volume—a quantity called
“free volume” that facilitates atomic mobility, enhancing
diffusion.[3] The enhancement of IL growth during irradia-
tion can be compared with diffusion in the unrelaxed state
of the metallic glass, where the so-called excess free volume
associated with this unrelaxed state is dynamically main-
tained by the prevailing high fission rate.

Although it contained a single-layer “phase” on a fuel
particle, the Al/(U + Mo) ratio of the diffusion zone of
irradiated U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel was reported to have a
range of (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 to (U0.8Mo0.2)Al7, depending on
the irradiation temperature, fuel loading, and burnup. An
excellent data summary is available in the French RERTR
program as provided in Table 2.[8] At low temperatures the
Al/(U + Mo) ratio tends to be higher.

3. Diffusion Layer Growth Correlation for
Out-of-Pile Tests

A measure of the extent of diffusion, for out-of-reactor
data obtained by diffusion couple tests at 500 to 600 °C, is
the IL thickness described by the parabolic law:

Y 2 = k pt (Eq 1)

where Y is IL thickness, kp is the reaction rate constant for
the planar diffusion geometry given by the Arrhenius equa-
tion:

k p = k 0
p exp�−

Q

RT� (Eq 2)

where kp
0 is a constant, Q is the effective activation energy,

R is the gas constant, and T is temperature.
The application of the plane-surface model, however, is

inappropriate to situations in which spherical particles are
involved except when the layer is very thin. Rearrangement
of the diffusion kinetic correlation using spherical coordi-
nates[9] gives:

�� − 1��1 − ��2�3 + �1 + �� − 1���2�3 − �

2�1 − ��
r 0

2 = k st (Eq 3)

where r0 is the initial fuel radius, � is the ratio of the volume
of product formed to the volume of fuel consumed, � is the
fraction of the original fuel volume consumed, ks is the
reaction constant for the spherical geometry, and t is time.
The constant � varies in the range, 0 � � � 1. The constant
� varies depending on the product density, which is closely
related to the Al/(U + Mo) ratio of the reaction product. For
the diffusion products of U-Mo/Al dispersion fuel, � � 3.7
for (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3, � � 4.7 (U0.8Mo0.2)Al4, � � 5.6 for
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al5, � � 6.6 for (U0.8Mo0.2)Al6, and � � 7.5
for (U0.8Mo0.2)Al7. The annealing test data used in this pa-
per has � � 3.7 because the stoichiometry of the diffusion
reaction product is (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3.[10]

The reaction constant k s is described by the Arrhenius
equation as:

k s = k 0
s exp�−

Q

RT� (Eq 4)

where k s
0 is the preexponential factor and Q the effective

activation energy. k s
0 and Q were obtained by using the data

from the dispersion fuel annealing tests,[1,10] and the results
are k s

0 � 3.94 × 1016 �m2/s and Q � 300 kJ/mol.
The IL thickness is given by

Y = r2 − r1 (Eq 5)

where r1 is the fuel radius at time t and r2 is the radius of
fuel plus the reaction product thickness at time t; that is,

r1 = �1 − ��1�3r0 (Eq 6)

r2 = �� − �� − 1��1 − ���1�3r0 (Eq 7)

4. Diffusion Layer Growth Correlation for
Irradiation Tests

The analytical method described in the previous section
is used to fit IL thickness data measured from irradiation
tests. Among the correlations, only the reaction rate con-
stant given in Eq 4 must be changed. The reaction rate
constant for irradiation test data takes the form:

k i = k 0
i �FrFd�

0.5 exp�−
Qi

RT� (Eq 8)

Table 1 Fundamental differences between out-of-pile
and in-reactor tests

Out-of-pile In-reactor

Temperature, °C 550 <200
Time, h <100 720 to 7200
IL morphology Multilayers Single layer

Two phases per layer Single phase with
variable composition

IL structure Crystalline Amorphous

Table 2 Al/U + Mo) ratios of interaction products
from various irradiation tests

French
test

Bu,
at.%
U-235

Total
duration,

days

Maximum
heat flux,

W/cm2

Clad
temperature,

°C Al/(U + Mo)

IRIS-1 67 67 140 70 6-7
IRIS-2 39 40 240 105 4.4-5.8
Future 35 40 340 125 3.3-4.7
UMUS 20 48 175/250 90/110 3-4

Source: Ref 8
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where k i
0 is a constant, Fr is the fission rate in the U-Mo

alloy, Fd is the fission damage factor, Qi is the average
effective activation energy during irradiation, and t is irra-
diation time. The correlation development processes are de-
tailed in the subsections that follow.

The additional factors introduced from Eq 4 are Fr and
Fd, accounting for irradiation enhanced diffusion. Fr is the
fission rate and Fd is the damage factor, a correction factor
determining the effective irradiation damage rate in the IL.
Damage by only fission fragments was considered because
other radiation damage such as neutron irradiation is neg-
ligible compared with that of fission fragments.[11]

The fuel fission rate is typically given by reactor physics
calculations. However, the damage distribution in the dif-
fusion zone must be evaluated. Using the TRIM code,[12]

fission damage factors as a function of IL thickness were
calculated for U-Mo/Al dispersion fuels. The modeling pro-
cesses for the irradiation enhancement are discussed below.

4.1 Fission Density (Dose) Dependence

The IL thickness data from RERTR-1 and RERTR-2
tests are plotted as a function of the square root of fission
rate multiplied by time at 343 K in Fig. 3. Y 2 shows a linear
relationship with F r

0.5 − t, a quantity defined by integration
of the square root of fission rate with respect to time. Al-
though RERTR tests produced extensive irradiation data,
the data applicable for this purpose were selective because
the fuel temperatures changed frequently during irradiation.
Therefore, only data from lower temperature tests, whose
temperatures were kept fairly stable, were included in the
plot.

4.2 Fission Damage Rate Dependence

Figure 4 shows an example of TRIM results for the av-
erage distribution of instantaneous vacancy production in
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 along the direction perpendicular to the im-
pinging surface by a fission fragment. Most of the vacancies

annihilate by recombination with interstitials, leaving a
small portion permanent. However, this distribution, instead
of the number of vacancies, is important because it is used
to obtain damage factors. As is discussed later in this sec-
tion, the damage factors are normalized values. A xenon ion
with the initial energy of 90 MeV was chosen to represent
the average fission fragment. The range for this ion in-
creases from 13 �m in the (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 to 17 �m in the
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al6.

Fission in the fuel is uniform so that the fission fragment
generation can be modeled as point sources distributed in a
square array of 0.5 �m. For the assumption of uniform
distribution of fission fragment sources and the assumption
of slab geometry, one-dimensional analysis is used. In other
words, damage distributions by fission fragment sources on
the same straight-line deposit damages on that line. Thus,
the total vacancy production in the IL by the ions originat-
ing from the fuel for a given spatial point can be obtained
by summing the vacancy production by ions starting from
different sources 0.5 �m apart from each other. By using
this scheme, the total damage rate expressed in the number
of vacancies produced per angstrom IL length by fission
fragments originated from the fuel is obtained as shown in
Fig. 5.

Because fissile uranium is also contained in the IL, fis-
sion fragments are generated there as well. Damage created
by these fission fragments is modeled similarly to the case
for fission fragments from the fuel. The fission fragment
sources are distributed as point sources 0.5 �m apart on the
line. Because fission is isotropic, half of the ions from a
source go to the right and the other half go to the left. The
total damage by the ions generated in the IL at a spatial
point is the sum of the damages by all ions exerted at that
the point. An example for the 13 �m thick IL is shown in
Fig. 6.

Because U density in the IL is lower than that of the
fuel, for example, the ratio of U atom density of the
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 to that of U-Mo fuel is 0.27, the actual fis-
sion fragment source strength in the IL is 27% of the values
obtained here. By reducing the source strength this way, the
total damage rate in the IL from fission fragments from the

Fig. 3 Dependence of IL thickness of (U0.8Mo0.2)/Al from
RERTR-1 and RERTR-2 tests at fuel peak temperature ∼70 °C on
fission rate

Fig. 4 TRIM result for vacancy production distribution in
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 by 90-MeV Xe ions
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fuel and IL can be obtained. The corresponding total dam-
age rate by the fission fragments from the fuel and IL is
shown in Fig. 7 as an example.

As seen in Fig. 7, interdiffusion enhancement by fission
damage is lowest at the IL-Al interface due to the higher U
density at the fuel-IL interface than the other side. This
yields an IL with a lower Al/(U + Mo) ratio (i.e., higher in
U density) at the fuel side of IL. As IL thickness increases,
the rate of fission-induced Al diffusion at the IL-Al inter-
face decreases, which may, in part, explain the observa-
tion that the overall Al/(U + Mo) ratio of an IL decreases
with IL thickness. The damage rates at the fuel-IL interface
for ILs with various IL thicknesses are collected and plotted
in Fig. 8.

Following the same procedure as for the Al/(U + Mo) �
3 case, the damage rates were obtained for other IL cases
with Al/(U + Mo)�4 to 6 and normalized by the peak
values of each case. The normalized values are designated
as “damage factors” and are plotted in Fig. 9. Damage fac-
tors for fractional Al/(U + Mo) ratios are obtained by inter-
polation between the nearest integer cases. Because the den-
sity of the IL increases as the Al/(U + Mo) ratio decreases,
the damage factor increases correspondingly regardless of
IL thickness. On the other hand, the ion range decreases as
the Al/(U + Mo) ratio decreases for the same reason.

4.3 Data Fitting

As discussed in Section 2, the composition of the IL
changes depending on the irradiation temperature, fuel load-
ing, and burnup in the range of Al/(U + Mo) � 3.3 to 7. The
Al/(U + Mo) ratio of the IL was assumed to change with the
fuel temperature based on data from Ref 8. The variations in

Fig. 5 Damage distribution in (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 by 90-MeV Xe
from fuel. The fuel adjoins left of the IL, and only the fis-
sion fragment (FF) flying rightward produce damage in the IL. The
0.0 �m case is for the FF starting from the fuel-IL interface. As
this FF is the highest energy when it enters the IL, it leaves the
longest damage track. On the other hand, the 5 �m case is for the
FF produced at 5 �m from the fuel-IL interface, it leaves the
shortest track.

Fig. 6 Damage distribution in the 13 �m thick (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 by
fission fragments generated in the IL

Fig. 7 Overall damage rate distribution in the 13 �m thick
(U0.8Mo0.2)Al3 by ions originated both from the fuel and the IL

Fig. 8 Damage rate as a function of IL thickness for the IL with
the composition of (U0.8Mo0.2)Al3
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the compositions of the IL correlate with irradiation tem-
perature. A correlation for the IL composition was obtained
by matching the highest Al/(U + Mo) ratio in the data from
Ref 8 to the corresponding fuel temperature, augmented
10 °C from the clad temperatures in Table 2. The lowest
limit of the Al/(U + Mo) ratio, however, was set at 3.3:

for T � 443 K, x = 19.4 − 3.61 × 10−2T (Eq 9a)

for 443 K � T, x = 3.3 (Eq 9b)

where x is the Al/(U + Mo) ratio and T temperature in K.
From the irradiation tests, the authors found that x always
decreased irreversibly. Therefore, they used a scheme for
data fitting that x remained unchanged from the previous
time step for a temperature decrease and only decreased
according to Eq 9 when there was a temperature increase.

The volume fraction of each phase can be calculated
from the IL thickness using the ratio of the volume of the

diffusion reaction product to the fuel volume, �, given in
Eq 3 and the relation:

r 2
3 = �r 0

3 + �1 − ��r 1
3 (Eq 10)

where r1 � r2 − Y is rearranged from Eq 5.
As the interaction layer grows, fuel particles begin to

contact one another. To account for this situation in the
quantitative analysis, the contiguity of dispersed phase was
considered. The correlation for the contiguity ratio was es-
tablished using measured data from RERTR irradiation
tests:

CF = 4.005 × 10−3Vdisp − 3.432 × 10−5V disp
2 + 9.206 × 10−7V disp

3

(Eq 11)

where CF is the contiguity ratio and Vdisp is the volume
fraction in percent of the dispersed phase, that is, the vol-
ume of the fuel and reaction product.

The calculation procedure to fit the correlation to the
measured data is illustrated in Fig. 10. For a given fuel rod,
the fuel power history is known from the reactor physics
calculations. Therefore, the first step for data fitting was to
divide the fueled region into four concentric rings with dif-
ferent thermal conductivity affected by the volume fraction
of the IL. A simple time marching to the end of fuel life was
used by repeating the algorithm in Fig. 10. At the end of life,
the results were compared with the known measured values.
If the two were different, a new set of values for the pa-
rameters, that is, the activation energy and preexponential
constant, were assumed. Then, the whole process was re-
peated. This iteration was continued until the best fitting for
all data was achieved. The same procedure was performed
for other irradiated fuels. The temperature histories of the
irradiated fuel rods calculated in the course of data fit-
ting are shown in Fig. 11. The best fitting was obtained with

Fig. 10 Flow chart of fuel temperature and IL thickness calcu-
lation for a time

Fig. 11 Calculated temperature histories of KOMO-1 and
KOMO-2 tests irradiated in the HANARO reactor at KAERI. Tp

stands for the fuel peak temperature and Ts does for the fuel
surface temperature. The loading of the KOMO-1 was 3.4 gU/cm3

and that of the KOMO-2 was 4.0 gU/cm3.

Fig. 9 Comparison of damage factors between IL cases
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k i
0 and Qi values, as shown Table 3. The fitting curves are

compared with the data in Fig. 12. Because the average
effective activation energy was allowed to change with the
fuel type to achieve the best fitting, the constant k i

0 was also
changed accordingly. Horvath[13] used this method to fit the
activation energy of diffusion in amorphous material.

5. Discussion

Figure 13 shows a comparison of reaction rate constants
between out-of-pile annealing test data and irradiation test
data from various tests. The irradiation test data were di-
vided by the square root of the normalized fission rates to
remove the fission rate effect in the plot. The average fission
rate for all tests was used for normalization. The reaction
rate constant for the irradiation test data is 17 orders of
magnitude greater than that for the out-of-pile annealing
data compared at 130 °C.

For the out-of-pile annealing test data, log (k s) versus 1/T
is a straight line with the slope giving the effective activa-
tion energy divided by the gas constant (Q/R). For the irra-
diation test data, however, the plot shows a curvature. This
indicates that the average effective activation energy varied
during irradiation. The effective activation energy obtained
from the low-temperature regimen (i.e., for data from
RERTR-1 and RERTR-2 plates and KOMO-2 fuel periph-
ery) is 81 kJ/mol, and that from the high-temperature regi-
men (i.e., for data from KOMO-1 and KOMO-2 fuel center)

is 43 kJ/mol. This apparent change in effective activation
energy with temperature is attributed to a composition
change of the IL, a change that is, among other factors,
temperature dependent.

The error bars on temperature indicate the temperature
variances during the tests. As the error bars show, except for
low-temperature tests, the fuel temperature usually changes
substantially during the test. The fuel temperatures and fis-
sion rates used in the plot are average values that vary in a
nonlinear fashion during irradiation. Whereas the fission
rate is calculated with a rather high accuracy and is checked
with radiochemical analysis of the fuel after irradiation, the
temperature calculation that involves heat transfer coeffi-
cients and, most significantly, a varying and somewhat un-
certain value for the thermal conductivity, is much less ac-
curate. It is for this reason that the growth of the IL needs
to be modeled in an iterative way, and Fig. 13 should there-
fore be taken as an illustration of the fission-enhanced in-
terdiffusion presented here.

Nevertheless, the fission-enhanced interdiffusion param-
eters obtained from the fitting procedure, namely, square-
root fission rate dependence and a low activation enthalpy
of 46 to 76 kJ/mol or 0.5 to 0.8 eV may be compared with,
for example, ion irradiation experiments on the metallic
glass Ni50Zr50 by Averback and Hahn[14] that yielded a
square-root ion flux dependence and an activation enthalpy
of 0.55 eV at 250 °C. The present results suggest, in analogy
with the crystalline irradiation enhanced diffusion theory of
Sizmann,[15] that recombination of irradiation-induced “de-
fects” may be the underlying mechanism. The nature of
these defects in an amorphous material and indeed the true
mechanism of diffusion have not been conclusively re-
solved. The subject was very extensively reviewed by Fau-
pel et al.[16]

The purpose of the present work was to develop an in-
terdiffusion correlation for use in fuel behavior modeling
based on fitting a plausible rate equation to measured data
and calculated test parameters. The fact that the results ap-

Table 3 Data fitting results for KOMO-1 and
KOMO-2 test data

k 0
i , m3.5 s−0.5 Qi, kJ/mol

KOMO-1 1.67 × 10−32 46
KOMO-2 2.79 × 10−28 76

Fig. 12 Parameter fitting results compared with the KOMO-1
and KOMO-2 data

Fig. 13 Comparison of Y2/t of out-of-pile data and Y2/(Fr
0.5t) of

irradiation test data. The irradiation test data were divided with the
square root of their fission rate factors to compare with the out-
of-pile data.
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pear to be in accordance with the current understanding of
the phenomenon lends confidence to the physical meaning
of the correlation.

6. Conclusions

An IL growth correlation on spherical U-Mo particles
dispersed in matrix Al was obtained based on data from
high-temperature annealing tests of U-Mo/Al disper-
sion fuel samples. The correlation has a classic Arrhenius
form with a preexponential factor obtained from the best-
fit, k s

0 � 3.94 × 1016 �m2/s, and an effective activation
energy was Q � 300 kJ/mol.

The reaction rate constant for irradiation tests was ob-
tained:

k i = k0
i �Fr Fd�0.5 exp�−

Qi

RT�
where Y is the IL thickness in m, k i

0 is the preexponential
reaction rate constant in m3.5 s−0.5, Fr is the fission rate in
the fuel particles in fiss/m3-s, Fd is the unitless fission dam-
age factor, Qi is the average effective activation energy
during irradiation in J/mol, R is the gas constant in J/mol-K,
T is the fuel temperature in K, and t is the irradiation time
in s. The average effective activation energy (Qi) was best
fitted with the range of 46 to 76 kJ/mol, and the correspond-
ing preexponential factor (ki

0) was in the range 1.67 × 10−32

− 2.79 × 10−28 m3.5 s−0.5, respectively.
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